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Christophe Pillet graduated from the Decorative Arts School in Nice in 1985, Master of Domus Academy Milano, in 
1986. He worked with Martine Bedin in Milano from 1986 to 1988 and cooperated with Philippe Starck, in Paris, from 
1988 to 1993. Since 1993, he manages his own design agency. Pillet was elected as “Créateur de l’année 1994”. During 
his career he has published many articles on the most important magazines of the world. Lucidity of expression and 
the search for simplicity are the key principles: in the work of Christophe Pillet the elegance is optimized. Pillet’s 
perfect command of sensuality and refinement has made him one of the rare French designers who have gained 
global recognition designing hotels, boutiques and directing artistic projects in Europe, USA, and Japan. He has won 
international acclaim for the spectrum and quality of his creations. Architecture objects, furniture, artistic direction, 
his signature is invariably associated with the best furniture companies and with the finest luxury brands: Trussardi, 
Lacoste, Moët et Chandon, Veuve Clicquot, Lancome, Shiseido, l’Oréal, JC Jitrois, Catherine Malandrino, Lancel, Le 
Tannneur International… The scope and the variety of his projects share a common attitude, independent of scale. 
Whether it be as design director for renowned fashion brands, or in longterm collaborations with first class furniture 
brands, his considered interpretations are a testo high-voltage chic, distinguished both by its precision and rigor. If a 
“Pillet style” exists, it is in his ability to crystallize, within a project, the excitement of a proposition.

DESIGNER: Christophe Pillet

Designed by Christophe Pillet the DUNAS XL collection represents the essence of seating for waiting areas or lounges. The collection is made up of spacious 
comfortable seating, available in two backrest heights which can be combined with either swivel or fixed bases. Its enveloping contours along with a refined design 

of sophisticated, stylish and sleek lines find their place in cozy, contemporary spaces where someone can comfortably wait, converse or simply relax.
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BODY
The body is made out of an inner steel frame covered with high density 
and resilience CMHR mould-injected polyurethane foam. It is available in 
two heights.

Upholstery: Available in any of the leathers or fabrics of the INCLASS 
swatch cards and also with fabrics supplied or specified by the customer.

BASES
Aluminum swivel base with four spokes:
Exclusive design manufactured in die cast aluminum. The aluminum base is available in a polished finish or painted with thermoset polyester paint in any of the 
colours of the INCLASS swatch cards or in chrome. The base has a steel swivel mechanism incorporated. Each radius of the star base has adjustable glides.

Rod base:
Manufactured with 12mm solid steel rod. It is finished with thermoset polyester paint in any of the colours of the INCLASS swatch cards or in chrome.

Rod base Height Seat height Arm height Width Seat width Depth Seat depth Weight (kg) Fabric (m)

DUN0010

75,5 42 49 81 55 74 50 13,4 2,5

DUN0015

103,5 42 49 81 55 77 50 15 3

Aluminum swivel 
base with four 

spokes Height Seat height Arm height Width Seat width Depth Seat depth Weight (kg) Fabric (m)

DUN0020

75,5 41 49 92 55 73 50 15,2 2,5

DUN0025

103,5 41 49 92 55 77 50 16,1 3
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TABLE TOPS

TABLES
Rod structure made of 12mm solid steel, finished with thermosetting polyester paint in any color of INCLASS swatch chart or metal finishes in chrome. The 
tops are made in MDF oak veneer or lacquered in any color from our finishes card.

Natural oak Walnut oak Wenge oak

Black White

Height Seat height Arm height Width Seat width Depth Seat depth Weight (kg) Fabric (m)

DUN0070

42 — — 70 — 70 — 10,5 —

CERTIFICATIONS & STANDARDS
- ANSI-BIFMA X 5.1
- AIDIMA Quality Control Label

- The quality management system of INCLASS is certified in accordance with ISO 9001:2008 in all the design, manufacturing and sales procedures of its products.

- INCLASS production processes are certified according to environmental ISO 14.001:2004 quality standards and are carried out through the reduction of 
waste and energy consumption in order to minimise any impact on the environment.

WARRANTY
INCLASS MOBLES S.L. guarantees the products of the collection DUNAS XL against any manufacturing and materials defect up to a period of 5 years from 
the date of the invoice. All damages caused by misuse, accident as well as those having their cause on the lack of proper maintenance are excluded from this 
warranty. Natural attrition of fabric and upholstery foam is also excluded from this warranty. The customer must prove the date of purchase of the article with 
the invoice.

INCLASS replace or repair nonconforming products or components taking over the costs without any other liability.

METALLIC BASES

Black White Aluminum Chrome

Anthracite
RAL 7043

Red
RAL 3011

Dark green
RAL 6003

Mustard
RAL 1032

Vison
RAL 1019

Brown
RAL 7006

Grey
RAL 7036

Rust brown Rust grey

Anthracite
RAL 7043

Red
RAL 3011

Dark green
RAL 6003

Mustard
RAL 1032

Vison
RAL 1019

Brown
RAL 7006

Grey
RAL 7036
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